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PREPHASE
There are several approaches are being used in clinical diagnosis including routine laboratory tests as
conventional methods and also rapid and robust modern methods. Both the approaches have their
significance in the clinical diagnosis of a disease. The conventional approaches largely depend on
microscopy and staining of microorganism responsible for disease while modern methods are based on
molecular signature and findings. In the current scenario, there is a need for rapid and robust
diagnostics as global disease burden is prevailing. At the same time, there is the continuous emergence
of new and complex infectious pathogens, and hence early diagnosis provides ease in disease
management. Recently, use of nanotechnology and enzyme-based diagnostic became popular and
shown satisfactory results. The use of diagnostic become an integral part of modern medicine and
involves molecular biology and cutting-edge bio-engineering as well. The integration of information
technology in diagnostic is an added advantage to minimize time and ensure precise data interpretation.
Keywords: Polymerase chain reaction (PCR), Nucleic acid-based tests, A rapid diagnostic test (RDT),
Readymade diagnostic kits, Patient compliance, genomics

1 Introduction
Medical diagnosis is the condition explains a person's symptoms and signs (1). It is most often referred
to as diagnosis with the medical context being implicit. There are several means of diagnosis of diseases
including symptomatic, molecular and genomics (2). The conventional way of clinical diagnosis is still in
practice provide first and basic information regarding disease and causative agents as well. (3)
Integration is influenced by the clinical syndrome, the availability of and access to appropriate
diagnostics, the place of service, and the experience and knowledge of the healthcare provider (4). The
goal of the chapter is to increase awareness of the current and potential value of infectious diseases
diagnostics for patient care and public health and to promote further development of needed
diagnostics.
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The credit goes to Antonie van Leeuwenhoek (1632–1723), the “father of the microscope.” (5). . The
field of clinical microbiology is currently in transition, and standard-of-care testing is now a hybrid of old
and new methodologies (6). The evolution of infectious diseases diagnostics has resulted from advances
in chemistry, immunology, molecular biology, engineering, automation, and nucleic acid
amplification. (7). Individual pathogens can be readily identified in a wide variety of specimen types
including blood, urine, tissue, mucosal swabs, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), respiratory secretions, and stool
samples. The modern diagnostic is quick, robust and precise in finding cause for candidate disease and
allow ease in data studies (8).
One basic and very old method is the identification of a microorganism simply by looking at it under a
microscope. Most samples are treated for stains. Stains are special dyes that color the microorganisms,
causing them to stand out from the background (11). Doctors add substances to the dish or testtube to
stop the growth of microorganisms that donot cause the disease . (12). Many microorganisms, such as
the bacteria that cause urinary tract infections or strep throat, can easily be grown in culture. Some
bacteria, such as the bacteria that cause syphilis, cannot be cultured at all (13). They are produced by
certain types of white blood cell when these white blood cells encounter a foreign substance or cell
(14).If a person has antibodies to a particular microorganism, it means that the person has been
exposed to that microorganism and has mounted an immune response (15). Antigen tests detect the
presence of a microorganism directly so that doctors can diagnose an infection quickly, without waiting
for a person to produce antibodies in response to the microorganism (16). If there are antigens from
that microorganism in the person's sample, they attach to the test antibody (17). D This genetic material
consists of nucleic acids: deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) or ribonucleic acid (RNA). The polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) is an example of this type of test (18).
Thus, these tests are done only when a doctor already suspects a particular disease. Most nucleic acidbased tests are designed to identify the presence of a microorganism (called qualitative testing) (19).
However, a few of these tests can measure the amount of genetic material present (called quantitative
testing) in certain microorganisms, such as HIV and hepatitis C, and thus determine how severe the
infection is. Quantitative tests can also be used to monitor how well treatment is working. Nucleic acidbased tests can sometimes be used to check the microorganisms for genes or gene mutations that make
the microorganism resistant to a drug (20) Enzymes produced by the microorganism (which help the
microorganism infect cells or spread through tissues faster) (21). For many diseases, the clinical
laboratory provides essential diagnostic information (22).A rapid diagnostic test (RDT) is a medical
diagnostic test that is quick and easy to perform. RDTs are suitable for preliminary or emergency
medical screening and use in medical facilities with limited resources (23). Malaria RDTs detect specific
antigens (proteins) produced by malaria parasites that are present in the blood of infected individuals.
Some RDTs detect a single species (either P. falciparum or P. vivax), some detect multiple species (P.
falciparum, P. vivax, P. malariae and P. ovale) and some further distinguish between P. falciparum and
non-P. Falciparum infection, or between specific species. Blood for the test is commonly obtained from
a finger-prick and results are available within 15-30 minutes (24)With the use of conventional diagnostic
methods and new cutting-edge modern tools in clinical diagnosis outcomes are- Rapid clinical diagnosis
Robust tests and higher reproducibility ,Readymade diagnostic kits ,Ready to use, Ease in sample
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processing ,Digital output ,Ease of data interpretation ,Low title volume Patient compliance and Low
cost

2 History and Mechanism
Patient safety agenda is gaining momentum in the health care systems of all developed countries.
However, adverse event detection systems and initiatives to reduce error rates in medicine are in their
infancy. Laboratory services play a crucial role in both individual and population-based healthcare, and
clinical laboratories use many different methods to reduce errors, ensure patient safety, and improve
quality including quality control procedures, quality assurance programs, accreditation of laboratories
and certification of education programs. Considerable advances in analytical techniques, laboratory
instrumentation, information technologies, automation and organization have granted an exceptional
degree of analytical quality over the past 50 years. This, in turn, has resulted in a significant decrease in
error rates, analytical error rates in particular. There is consolidated evidence that nowadays, most
laboratory errors fall outside the analytical phase, and that pre- and post-analytical processes are more
vulnerable to error than analytical processes. The first recorded examples of medical diagnosis are
found
in
the
writings
of Imhotep (2630–2611
BC)
in ancient
Egypt (the Edwin
Smith (25) Babylonianmedical textbook, the Diagnostic Handbook written by Esagil-kin-apli (fl.1069–
1046 BC), introduced the use of empiricism, logic and rationality in the diagnosis of an illness
or disease (26) Traditional Chinese Medicine, as described in the Yellow Emperor's Inner Canon
or Huangdi Neijing, specified four diagnostic methods: inspection, auscultation-olfaction, interrogation,
and palpation.(27)Hippocrates was known to make diagnoses by tasting his patients' urine and smelling
their sweat (28) The credit goes to Antonie van Leeuwenhoek (1632–1723), the “father of the
microscope,” changed the course of infectious diseases when he enabled the visualization of the
microbial world, a world no one had imagined. Medical diagnosis is the process of determining which
disease or condition explains a person's symptoms and signs (29). It is most often referred to as
diagnosis with the medical context being implicit. The diagnosis is the first step in the process of
therapeutics prescription. There are several means of diagnosis of diseases including symptomatic,
molecular and genomics (30). Diagnostic tests play a major role in the clinical care of patients with
infectious diseases, including detection of specific pathogens, the discovery of new pathogens,
determining appropriate therapy, monitoring response to therapy, assessing prognosis, and disease
surveillance (31). Integration is influenced by the clinical syndrome, the availability of and access to
appropriate diagnostics, the place of service, and the experience and knowledge of the healthcare
provider (32). The goal of the chapter is to increase awareness of the current and potential value of
infectious diseases diagnostics for patient care and public health and to promote further development
of needed diagnostics.

3 Major Advances and Discoveries
Advanced clinical diagnostics has fully equipped with ware housing, animal facilities, clean room, high
speed and ultra centrifuges, iso environmental chambers for various atmospheric conditions of temp
and air mixtures, fer mentors with high speed filtration and separation, laminar flow biosafty and
equipped for biological, microbiology, tissue culture, large scale cryopreservation, biochemical,
analytical, virology, immunology, food and safety, cryopreservation of biological materials and other
investigative work The old and new diagnostic tests to diagnose pathogenic parasites , viruses,bacteria
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are observing parasites,ova,cysts, blood smear,MRI,CAT,ELISA (Enzyme linked immunosorbent assay),H
A(Hem agglutination),CF (Complement fixation) FAST(Falcon assay screening test),DOT-ELISA,RDTS
(Rapid antigen detecting system),LIPS(Luciferase Immunoprecipitation system, PCR(Polymerase chain
reaction),RT-PCR (Real time Polymerase chain reaction),LAMP (Loop mediated isothermal Amplification)
etc are the major diagnostic tests.

4 Ideas Where the Research Go Next
The clinical diagnosis is a first and most crucial step in the process of finding therapeutics for a disease.
There are several approaches are being used in clinical diagnosis including routine laboratory tests as
conventional methods and also rapid and robust modern methods. Both the approaches have their
significance in the clinical diagnosis of a disease. The conventional approaches largely depend on
microscopy and staining of microorganism responsible for disease while modern methods are based on
molecular signature and findings. In 19 the current scenario, there is a need for rapid and robust
diagnostics as global disease burden is prevailing. At the same time, there is the continuous emergence
of new and complex infectious pathogens, and hence early diagnosis provides ease in disease
management. Recently, use of nanotechnology and enzyme-based diagnostic became popular and
shown satisfactory results. The use of diagnostic become an integral part of modern medicine and
involves molecular biology and cutting-edge bio-engineering as well. The integration of information
technology in diagnostic is an added advantage to minimize time and ensure precise data interpretation.
A medical error is a preventable adverse effect of care, whether or not it is evident or harmful to the
patient.Laboratory blood studies can reveal a little information about organ systems throughout the
body. The amount of blood taken for a laboratory test is not harmful . Human body manufactures a
couple of milliliters of new blood every day. Blood studies may give information about the levels of
sodium, potassium, calcium and other chemicals . Presence of certain enzymes and information about
the coagulation characteristics , levels of sugar, urea, cholesterol, alcohol , protein, and other drugs of
patients blood sample.
Diagnostic error can be defined as a diagnosis that is missed, wrong or delayed, as detected by some
subsequent definitive test or finding. The ensuing harm results from the delay or failure to treat a
condition present when the working diagnosis was wrong or unknown, or from treatment provided for a
condition not actually present.

5 Significant Gap in Research
Mistakes and failures are integral part of any great effort worth the mention.Your best teacher is your
last mistake. Developing new manifolds by revitalizing old ideas. The quality of thinking action decide
your strength. Is it a sin or boon to admit patient in a hospital for treatment? . Medical error is not
included on death certificates or in rankings of cause of death. Hospital is expected to be a safe
place. When you take a sick patient to the hospital, you expect that the patient is in good hands and
under the umbrella of experienced doctors. Errors in diagnosis, misdiagnosis of psychological disorder,
competency, education and training are the main features causing fatal deaths. These are the common
misconceptions about adverse events, and the arguments and explanations against those
misconceptions are noted in parentheses: "Bad apples" or incompetent health care providers are a
common cause. (Although human error is commonly an initiating event, the faulty process of delivering
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care invariably permits or compounds the harm, and is the focus of improvement.(33) High risk
procedures or medical specialties are responsible for most avoidable adverse events. (Although some
mistakes, such as in surgery, are harder to conceal, errors occur in all levels of care. Even though
complex procedures entail more risk, adverse outcomes are not usually due to error, but to the severity
of the condition being treated(34) However, USP has reported that medication errors during the course
of a surgical procedure are three times more likely to cause harm to a patient than those occurring in
other types of hospital care(35) If a patient experiences an adverse event during the process of care, an
error has occurred. (Most medical care entails some level of risk, and there can be complications or side
effects, even unforeseen ones, from the underlying condition or from the treatment itself) (36)

6 Current Debate
Incorrect laboratory tests account for significant harm. Researchers estimated that the number of
patients suffering from missed diagnostic tests are annually in thousands. These are potentially
preventable, subject to the condition if proper attention is paid.
Diagnosing diseases and disorders requires highly developed skill on the part of the physician or other
medical professional .Usually the diagnosis calls for systematic use of instruments and diagnostic aids,
various tests, and , often with sophisticated instruments and machines.
Quality systems are the mainstay of clinical laboratory management. The comprehensive laboratory
testing process must be continually monitored and evaluated to ensure reliable test results and set the
foundation for quality improvement. While such efforts have resulted in significant improvements in
many of the processes, errors still occur. In order to implement corrections and improve the testing
process, the laboratorian must identify the various sources of errors.
Last two decades has witnessed phenomenal advances in the field of medicine following revolutionary
changes taking place in the application of technology and as a consequence, Biochemistry and
Microbiology have evolved as the most important branch of evidence based medicine.
The quality of any laboratory test result is dependent on many variables, It begins with skill, and
knowledge when preparing the patient and specimen are essential to the provision of the highest
quality standards for testing and services. The patient must first be properly prepared so that the best
possible specimen can be collected. Next, the actual collection of the specimen must be completed.
Then, the specimen should be properly processed, packaged and transported to the laboratory in a
timely manner and under environmental conditions that will not compromise the integrity of the
specimen. After all of these activities take place, a quality analysis can be performed.
Some common reasons of not getting quality and reliable results are 1. Lack of commitment on part of
staff performing the tests 2. Poor management and supervision 3. Poor understanding of quality
assurance concepts 4. Analysts do not understand the concepts of assay principles 5. Reagents used are
not high quality 6. Poor quality of instruments 7. Procedures are not followed as recommended 8. Under
staff leads to high error rate. 9. Lack of equipment. 10. Mislabeling blood sample. 11. Un labeling blood
sample.
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